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Introduction
to the Game

Who is the strongest warrior in the
universe? Is it you? Prepare to continue
your martial arts training to gain super
strength and speed. Learn to control
your chi energy and learn various
techniques like Kamehameha, Kaio-ken
or Genki Dama.
You’ll have to battle androids, cyborgs
and aliens in your pursuit to become
more powerful. Along your way you
can collect the legendary 7 Dragon
Balls scattered across the Earth that
when gathered, can summon Shenlong,
the Dragon God who will grant the
summoner a single wish. Prove to
everyone that you are the strongest
warrior in the universe!
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2. GETTING STARTED
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Getting
STARTED
I. DECK
Each player needs a Deck of cards from the “Dragon Ball
Collectible Card Game”. Each player’s Deck is called a
“Planet” in this game. Note the following when preparing
the Deck:
1) Choose the cards you wish to include in your Deck.
Your Deck must have exactly 40 cards.
2) You can have up to 25 Warrior cards in your Deck.
3) You can have up to 3 cards with the same
“card name” in your Deck.

CARD TYPES
There are 4 types of cards in the Dragon Ball Collectible
Card Game. They are all distinctive and valuable in your
quest to lead you to victory. Study them well, so that you
can use them effectively!

WARRIOR
The Warrior cards represent the unique Warriors in the Dragon
Ball, Dragon Ball Z and Dragon Ball GT world. When the rules
or text on the cards refer to “Warrior(s)”, they are referring to
Warrior card(s).

A

E
D
G
H
L
K

B

C

F
I
J
N
M

A: Category Icon B: Symbol C: Card Name D: Turn Cost E: Chi Cost
F: Characteristics G: Special Ability H: Effect I: Activation Cost
J: Injured Status Power (Combat / Support) K: Card Number
L: Expansion Icon M: Rarity N: Normal Status Power (Combat / Support)
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TECHNIQUE

EVENT

The Technique cards represent various techniques used in the
Dragon Ball, Dragon Ball Z and Dragon Ball GT world. By using
Chi, the fighting power of Warriors can be increased or deadly
Warrior moves can be used against your opponent’s Warriors.
When the rules or text on the cards refer to “Technique(s)”,
they are referring to Technique card(s).

The Event cards represent various events in the Dragon Ball,
Dragon Ball Z and Dragon Ball GT world. These cards, with
their various effects, can help you gain a huge advantage in the
game if used wisely. When the rules or text on the cards refer to
“Event(s)”, they are referring to Event card(s).
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E

B

C

D

A

E
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B
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A: Category Icon B: Symbol C: Card Name D: Turn Cost E: Chi Cost

A: Category Icon B: Symbol C: Card Name D: Turn Cost

F: Attribute G: Effect H: Card Number I: Expansion Icon J: Rarity

E: Chi Cost F: Attribute G: Effect H: Activation Cost

H
K

I: Card Number J: Expansion Icon K: Rarity
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2. GETTING STARTED

WISH

CARD SYMBOLS

The Wish cards represent the wishes the Characters make when
they collect all 7 Dragon Balls in the Dragon Ball, Dragon Ball Z
and Dragon Ball GT world. Like Event cards, these cards, with
their various effects, can help you gain a huge advantage in the
game if used wisely. When the rules or text on the cards refer
to “Wish(es)”, they are referring to Wish card(s)

A

Super

Earth

Alien

Unique

Villain

Super: This Symbol has Characters like Goku,
Gohan, Krillin and so on.
Earth: This Symbol has Characters like Bulma,
Jacky Chun, Oolong and so on.

B

Alien: This Symbol has Characters like Frieza,
Vegeta, Nappa and so on.

C

Unique: This Symbol has Characters like King
Piccolo, Piccolo and so on.

E

Villain: This Symbol has Characters like Cell,
Mercenary Tao, Androids and so on.

D

F

A: Category Icon B: Card Name C: Effect D: Card Number
E: Expansion Icon F: Rarity
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2. GETTING STARTED

II. GAME MAT
Each player needs a Game Mat, which comes with the Starter
Deck, is required to play this game. Each player will need
one Game Mat. To form the complete gaming area, combine
two Game Mats together so that the Battle areas from each
Game Mat are connected.
F

D

A

A. Planet area = the area you place your Deck.
B. Discard area = the area to place all the discarded cards.
C. Deployment area = the area to place Warrior and Event
cards you control.
D. Battle area = the area where your Team(s) are sent out to 		
Battle against your opponent’s Team(s).
All the Battles are performed in this area.
* Each card in either your Deployment or Battle area is
considered to be the cards “you control”.
* Once a Warrior or an Event you control is moved from any
other area besides your Deployment or Battle area, they are
considered to be “removed from play”.

B

E. Chi area = the area to place cards as Chi to use certain cards.

All the Defeated Warriors, used Techniques, and Time Limit
Events with no Time Limit coins are also placed here.
F. Planet Damage = the area to place the Damage your planet
receives during the game.
G. Turn Indicator = the area to place the Turn Marker to keep
track of your turns. It begins at “0” and the attacker for the
turn moves theirs up by 1 at the end of their turn.

III. DB COIN SHEET (7 DB coins)
Each Starter contains 1 Dragon Ball coin (DB coin) sheet.
IV. CERTAIN AMOUNT OF COINS
Each player needs certain amount of coins. They are used as
special coins to symbolize certain effects in the game or as
Turn Markers to keep track of your current turn.
C
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2. GETTING STARTED

Preparation For The

Preparation For The

Place two Game Mats together. Then, each player shuffles
their Deck, cuts the opponent’s Deck and places their Deck in
their Planet area. Their Deck is called the “Planet” during the
game. Determine who makes the first move (i.e. by playing
Rock-Paper-Scissors or flipping a coin). The winner decides
whether to make the first move or not. The first player and the
second player alternate taking turns during the game.

1. Each player draws 6 cards from their Planet and places
them in their hand.
2. Then, each player places a Turn Marker on “0” of their
Turn Indicator.
3. Each player places up to 3 Wish cards keeping them face
down next to their Game Mat.

Game (1)

•The player who is taking the turn is known as the “attacker”
and the other player is known as the “defender”.
•During the turn, most actions will be taken by the attacker.
Only the attacker can launch attacks.

Game ( II )

RULES FOR REDRAWING
*If you do not like the cards you drew, you can redraw new
cards using the following rules:
A. Return your hand to the Deck and re-shuffle the Deck.
B. Next, ask your opponent to cut your Deck.
C. Draw 5 cards.
D. If you do not like these cards either, you have one final
opportunity to redraw. Repeat Steps A and B and then
draw 4 cards.

4. Once your preparation is complete, you can start playing
the game.

•The defender can take defensive measures against the attack.
•Each player takes turns being the attacker and the defender.
When either player achieves the victory conditions, the game is over.
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3. GAME PROCEDURE

Game
Procedure
3

(Turn Flow)

START PHASE

In the following order

A. (1) Draw Step

Attacker

B. (2) Charge Step

Attacker

MISSION PHASE

In any order

C. Strategy Step

Attacker/Defender

D. Warrior Step

Attacker

E. Event Step

Attacker

F. DB Step

Attacker

ORGANIZATION PHASE
G. Organize Team(s)

BATTLE PHASE

Attacker

In the following order

H. (1) Attack Step

Attacker

I.

Defender

(2) Defense Step

J. (3) Action Step

Attacker/Defender

K. (4) Showdown Step

Attacker/Defender

L. (5) Return Step

Attacker/Defender

END PHASE

In the following order

M. (1) Judge Step

Attacker/Defender

N. (2) Adjust Step

Attacker

O. (3) Turn Marker Step

Attacker

TAKE TURNS
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START PHASE
In the Start Phase, Steps must be performed in the following
order. Any effects which are generated “at beginning of your
turn” are applied before the Draw Step.
A. (1) DRAW STEP
The attacker moves the top card from their Planet and adds
it to their hand. This action is called “Draw” in this game.
During the first player’s initial turn, that player does not draw
a card but should proceed to the “Charge Step”.
B. (2) CHARGE STEP
The attacker can choose to do only one of the following.
1) Move the top card of their Planet to their Chi area.
2) Move any number of cards from their hand to the Chi area
3) Choose not to charge any Chi.
All cards in the Chi area are called “Chi” in the game.
Moving cards to the Chi area in these ways is called
“Charging Chi”

MISSION PHASE
During the Mission Phase, the following 3 Steps can be
performed in any order. These Steps can be skipped.
C. STRATEGY STEP
The Warrior Step, Event Step and DB Steps are part of the
Strategy Step. Effects which have “Strategy” Timing can only
be used during these Steps.

D. WARRIOR STEP
The attacker can deploy a Warrior in their hand to their
Deployment area (see Game Mat). When deploying a
Warrior, follow these rules:
•Only 1 Warrior can be deployed per turn. If there is more than
1 Warrior with the same name in the attacker’s hand, only 1 of
them can be deployed in their Deployment area.
•All costs need to be met.
*See “How to pay the costs” in the next section.
•The deployed Warriors are placed vertically (in normal status) in
that player’s Deployment area.
* Refer to P.24 - “Damage and Status of the Warriors”
•Effects of those in-play Warriors (Warriors a player controls)
can be used as long as they meet the Card Requirements such
as Timing.
•Effects of those in-play Warriors with Activation cost(s) can only
be used once per turn unless otherwise indicated.
*Refer to P.30 - “Effect Icons”

E. EVENT STEP
The attacker can deploy an Event in their hand. When
deploying an Event, follow these rules:
•Only 1 Event per turn can be deployed.
•All costs need to be met.
*See “How to pay the costs” in the next section.
•Once an Event is deployed, that card stays in that player’s
Deployment area unless it has a Time Limit X icon.
*Refer to P.34 - “Time Limit X”
•Effects of in-play Events (Events a player controls) can be used
as long as they meet the Card Requirements such as Timing.
•Effects of those in-play Events with Activation cost(s) can only
be used once per turn unless otherwise indicated.
*Refer to P.30 - “Effect Icons”
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• How to pay the costs
There are different costs that need to be paid when a player
plays a card.
1) Turn Cost
The Turn cost of the card must be equal to or less than the
number on the player’s Turn Indicator that is currently occupied
by their Turn Marker. If the number on the player’s Turn Indicator
that is currently occupied by their Turn Marker is equal to or
higher than that card’s Turn cost, that means that player paid the
Turn cost. If it is not, that player cannot play or use the card at
that point. *Refer to P.27 - “Turn Marker Step”
2) Chi Cost
To deploy a Warrior, an Event or use Technique with 1 or more
Chi costs, you must send the indicated number of cards from
your Chi area that have the same Symbol as the card to your
Discard area. If the Chi cost has “1”, it means that cost can
be paid by any Symbol you like. Also, if the Chi cost has “-”, it
means that no Chi cost needs be paid. So, if a card has a Chi cost
of “超 超 1 (Super Super 1 )”, that player must discard 2 cards
with a “ 超 (Super)” Symbol and 1 card with any Symbol you like
from your Chi area. If the Chi cost is X where X is a number of a
player’s choice except 0, that player discards X number of cards
with any Symbol from their Chi area. If a player can’t pay the
indicated Chi cost, that player cannot deploy or use that card.

F. DB STEP
The attacker can select and move 1 of the Dragon Ball coins (DB
coins) on the Warriors they control to another Warrior they control
following these rules: *Refer to P.23 - “Acquiring the DB coin(s)”
•Only 1 DB coin can be moved in this Step.
•That player must pay 1 of their Chi (any Symbol) to move a DB
coin in this way.
•The Warrior which receives a DB coin in this way must have the
same symbol as the Warrior which originally had that DB coin.
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ORGANIZATION PHASE
G. ORGANIZE TEAM(S)
The attacker can organize the Warriors in their Deployment
area to create Teams. When organizing a Team, follow
these rules:
•Each Team can consist of 1 to 3 Warriors.
•There is no limit to the number of Teams the player can organize.
•All the Warriors in the Deployment area must belong to a Team.
(Example: When the player has 4 Warriors in their Deployment
area, they can be organized into 4 Teams of 1 Warrior each.
Alternatively, the player can organize 2 Teams of 2 Warriors or 1
Team of 3 Warriors and 1 Team of 1 Warrior.)
*Once the attacker has organized their Teams, they cannot be
reorganized until their next Organization Phase.
*During the first player’s initial turn, that player skips the following
“Battle Phase” and proceeds to the “End Phase”.

BATTLE PHASE
In the Battle Phase, the following Steps are performed in the
following order.
H. (1) ATTACK STEP
1. Decide which Team(s) to send out.
The attacker can send out up to 3 Teams in a turn. Of course,
the attacker may choose not to send out any Teams.
2. Choose a Warrior to be the “Head” of each Team.
All the other Warriors on the Team become “Support” Warriors and
are placed in a lin e behind the “Head” Warrior. In a Team made up
of only 1 Warrior, the Warrior is considered to be a “Head” Warrior.
After a player has determined the “Head” Warrior, the configuration
cannot be changed during the current turn.
19
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I. (2) DEFENSE STEP
The defender can send out up to the same number of their
Team(s) as the attacking Teams to the Battle area to defend
the attacking Team(s). The defender can also choose not to
defend and not send any Teams out.
The defender sends out their Team(s) using the
following procedures:
1. Decide which Team(s) to send out.
Decide which attacking Team that Team is to defend. A
defender’s Team cannot defend more than 1 attacker’s Team.
2. Choose a Warrior to be the “Head” of each Team.
All the other Warriors on the Team become “Support” Warriors
and are placed in a lin e behind the “Head” Warrior. In a Team
made up of only 1 Warrior, the Warrior is considered to be a
“Head” Warrior. After a player has determined the “Head”
Warrior, the configuration cannot be changed during the current
turn. Team(s) that is opposed at this point becomes “Opposed
Team(s)” until the end of the Showdown Step. Team(s) that is
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unopposed at this point becomes “Unopposed Team(s)” until
the end of the Showdown Step.
*If all the Warriors in a Team that were opposed during this
Step are removed from play, the Team that was battling
against that removed Team turns into an “Unopposed Team”
at that point.
*Even if the Head Warrior in a Team is removed from play, the
Support Warrior(s) remains as Support Warrior(s) and the 1st
Support Warrior is not shifted to the Head Warrior. That Team
is considered to have no Head Warrior in that battle.
J. (3) ACTION STEP
Effects which have “Action” Timing can only be used in this Step.
*Refer to P.30 - “Timing of Effects”
K. (4) SHOWDOWN STEP
The process in the Showdown Step is different for Opposed
Teams and Unopposed Teams. During the Showdown,
the attacker chooses which battles are processed first,
second and third.
21
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The attacker’s Unopposed Team(s)
If a Team is not defended and unopposed in the Defense Step,
that Team is then called an Unopposed Team. The Team gives Planet
Damage to the opponent’s Planet based on its Team Power:
Team Power = Head Warrior’s “Combat” + Support Warrior(s)’ “Support”
(If the Combat of the Head Warrior is 3 and the Support of the Support
Warriors are 2 and 1 = 3+2+1 = Team Power is 6)

•Team Power is 4 or lower(Counts 0 and negative) Normal Planet Damage
The opponent’s Planet receives 1 Damage. When the Planet
receives any Damage, that player must move the same amount
of cards from the top of their Planet to their Planet Damage area
keeping it(them) face down.
•Team Power is 5 or higher - Devastating Planet Damage
The opponent’s Planet receives 2 Damage. When the Planet
receives any Damage, that player must move the same amount
of cards from the top of their Planet to their Planet Damage area
keeping it(them) face down.

In this game, cards in the Planet Damage area are called
“Planet Damage”.
*Defender’s does not give Planet Damage to the
opponent’s Planet.
Opposed Teams
If the attacker’s Team is defended by the defender’s Team
and opposed in the Defense Step, both Teams are then called
“Opposed Teams” and a battle between those 2 Teams occurs.
When the battle occurs, compare the attacker’s Team Power with
the defender’s Team Power. The result is processed as follows:
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•Team Power difference is between 1 and 4 - Victory/Defeat
The Team with less total Team Power is defeated. The Head
Warrior of the defeated Team receives 1 Damage.
(See Damage and status of the Warriors in the next section)
•Team Power difference is 5 or more - Outstanding Victory/
Complete Defeat
The Team with less total Team Power is completely defeated.
The Head Warrior of the completely defeated Team receives 2
Damage, and each Support Warrior receives 1 Damage.
•Team Power is equal - Draw
Both Teams’ Head Warriors receive 1 Damage. The Damage
applied due to the Showdown is called “Showdown Damage”
in the game.
(See “Damage and status of the Warriors” in the next section)

Acquiring the DB coin(s)
If the defender received any Planet Damage in the Showdown
of that turn, that player can select a Warrior they control
which has the least amount of DB coins among all the Warriors
they control and place a DB coin. That player can keep placing
DB coins in this way until they place the same amount
of DB coins as the Planet Damage they received in the
Showdown of that turn.
<DB coin Rules>
(1) The maximum number of DB coins
If a player has a total of 7 DB coins on the Warriors they
control, that player cannot place any more DB coins on them.
If that player would acquire any more DB coins, they do not
gain any, instead.
(2) DB coins on a Warrior which is removed from play
If a in-pay Warrior which has 1 or more DB coins on it is removed
from play, those DB coins are also removed from play.
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DAMAGE AND STATUS OF THE WARRIORS
Normally, Warriors are placed vertically (normal status).
They are placed horizontally (injured status) when they
receive 1 Damage. If they receive another Damage, the
Warrior is considered to be knocked down and the card is
moved to its owner’s Chi area. When a Warrior in normal
status receives 2 or more Damage, injured status is skipped
and the card is sent to its owner’s Chi area.

1 or more
Damage

1 Damage

<Normal status>
The Warriors in this
status are called normal
status Warriors

Owner’s Chi area

<Injured status>
The Warriors in this
status are called injured
status Warriors

2 or more Damage
*Changing a normal status Warrior to injured status by a card
effect is not considered to be the same as receiving Damage.

Injured status Warriors
When Warriors are injured, some disadvantages occur:
1) The injured status “Combat” and “Support” values
are applied.
2) The effect of injured status Warriors become invalidated.
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However, an effect with a “Valid:” icon is valid even in
injured status. An injured status Warrior can be returned to
normal status through the “heal” effects of certain cards.
When card effects instruct you to “heal” an injured status
Warrior, move it back to its vertical, normal status position.
When these processes have been performed and the Showdown
Step ends, the “Opposed” and “Unopposed” statuses do
not exist any more. “Opposed” and “Unopposed” status
occurs in the Defense Step and it lasts until the end of the
Showdown Step.
L. (5) RETURN STEP
After the Showdown, all Teams that have been sent out to
the Battle area are returned to their own Deployment area.
All the Warriors maintain their current status. Any Warriors
injured in battle remain in injured status. Warriors with 2 or
more Damage that were moved to their owner’s Chi area are
not returned to that player’s Deployment area.

END PHASE
In the End Phase, Steps must be performed in the
following order.
M. (1) JUDGE STEP
Victory Conditions are checked to see if a player has won
the game:
1) Giving Destructive Damage to the opponent’s Planet
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A player who has a total of 10 or more Planet Damage in
their Planet Damage area “received destructive Damage
to their Planet” and loses the game. If both players have
a total of 10 or more Planet Damage to the opponent’s
Planet, the current attacker wins the game.
2) Exhausting the opponent’s Planet
If a player has no cards in their Planet, their Planet has
a “Shortage of Power” and that player loses the game.
If neither player has any cards in their Planet, the current
attacker loses the game. If a player has no cards in their
Planet but the opponent has a total of 10 or more Planet
Damage, the player wins the game because Rule #1 is
applied first.
N. (2) ADJUST STEP
If the attacker had 7 or more cards in their hand at
end of turn, they must discard the extra cards until
they have 6 cards in their hand. If the attacker has 6 or
less cards at the end of their turn, no action is necessary.
The defender regardless of the number of cards in their
hand, does not discard.
O. (3) TURN MARKER STEP
The attacker moves up their Turn Marker on the Turn
Indicator by 1. Any effects which are generated “at end
of your turn” are applied after the Turn Marker is moved.
All “until end of turn” effects go away. Then, start a new
turn. The attacker during the previous turn now becomes
the defender, and vice-versa.
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4. EFFECTS OF THE CARDS

4

of the
EffectsCards

EFFECTS OF CARDS

HOW TO USE EFFECTS OF TECHNIQUES
To use effects of Techniques, follow these rules:
•Only the Techniques in a players hand can be used.
•Any number of Techniques can be used in a turn.

•Effects of Warriors can only be used while they are in play.
(Unless stated on the card)
•Effects of Warriors can only be used in the legal timing.
•To use effects with certain Icons, that player needs to follow
those Icons. If a Warrior’s effect has [
] as its Effect Icon, that is
a “requirement” of the effect. *Refer to P.30 - “Effect Icon”
(When an effect is used, it becomes a part of a Chain and it is
applied when the Chain is resolved.) *Refer to P.31 - “Chain”

HOW TO USE EFFECTS OF EVENTS YOU CONTROL
To use effects of Events, follow these rules:

•Techniques can only be used in the legal timing. (Techniques can only
be used in the Strategy Step or Action Step.) *Refer to P.34 - “Name: A”

•Effects of Events can only be used while they are in play.
(Unless stated on the card)

•Both the Turn cost and the Chi cost must be paid. Techniques that
have a “Requirement:” can only be used by Warriors who meet the
specified requirement.

•Effects of Events can only be used in the legal timing.

•A player must select a Warrior they control as the user of
the Technique.
•If a Technique has a “target”, that player must select a legal
target. Also, if a Technique has a “requirement” such as “PICCOLO” or
“FRIEZA”, the user of the Technique must have that card name or must
have that as a “Name: A” Characteristic. *Refer to P.34 - “Name: A”
If a Technique has [
] as its Effect Icon, that is a “requirement” of
the Technique. *Refer to P.30 - “Effect Icon”
•If any of the above cannot be met, that Warrior cannot use the Technique.
Only when each of conditions above have been met, that Warrior can
use the Technique and that player can use the effect of that Technique.
(When an effect is used, it becomes a part of a Chain and its effect
is applied when the Chain is resolved. Move all the used
Techniques to that player’s Chi area once their effect is applied.)
*Refer to P.31 - “Chain”
•When a Technique is negated, move it to that player’s Chi area.
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HOW TO USE EFFECTS OF WARRIORS YOU CONTROL
To use effects of Warriors you control, follow these rules:

•To use effects with certain Icons, that player needs to follow
those Icons. If an Event’s effect has [
] as its Effect Icon,
target Warrior has to have one or more DB coins and that is a
“requirement” of the effect. *Refer to P.30 - “Effect Icon
(When an effect is used, it becomes a part of a Chain and it is
applied when the Chain is resolved.) *Refer to P.31 - “Chain”

HOW TO USE EFFECTS OF WISHES
A player who has a total of 7 DB coins on their in-play
Warriors can make a wish out of their 3 face-down Wish
cards by revealing it. To make a wish, follow these rules:
•Effects of Wishes can only be used in the legal timing.
•Each player can make only one wish per game.
•When a player makes a wish, they must remove 7 DB coins from
the Warriors they control. This is considered a cost of playing the Wish.
•When a player makes a wish and the Wish is used, it becomes a part
of Chain and its effect is applied when the Chain is resolved.
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•Once a Wish is used, that Wish remains face up for the
remainder of the game.

TIMING OF EFFECTS
[Strategy]: Effects with a “Strategy” Timing can be used in
the Strategy Step of that turn.
[Action]: Effects with an “Action” Timing can be used in the
Action Step of that turn.
EFFECT ICONS
[Valid]: Effects of Warriors with this description are valid
even while that Warrior is in injured status.
[Attacker]: Effects with this description can only be used
while that player is the attacker for that turn.
[Defender]: Effects with this description can only be used
while that player is the defender for that turn.
[
]: Effects with this description can only be used if that
Warrior has 1 or more DB coins on it.
>: This icon is called “Activation cost”. To use effects with this
description, that player needs to pay any costs before the icon
in order to generate the effect after the icon.
For example: [symbol] > [game effect] means you must discard 1
of their Chi with that Symbol in order to generate the game effect.
Also, [number] > [game effect] means you must discard indicated
number of their Chi with any Symbol in order to generate the game
effect. Effects with Activation cost(s) can only be used once per turn
unless otherwise indicated.
•If the Activation cost is X where X is a number of a player’s choice
except 0, that player may discard X number of cards with any
Symbol from their Chi area to fulfill the Activation cost.
•If the Activation cost has “-”, it means that no Activation cost
needs be paid. Even if an effect has “-” as its Activation cost, it is
still considered to have an Activation cost.
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•If the Activation cost involves actions such as moving or discarding
of a Warrior, those actions must be done as part of paying the cost.
•If an effect with an Activation cost has a target, those targets must be
chosen and the costs must be paid before the effect can be generated.

CHAIN
When one effect is used, a Chain occurs. During the Chain,
another effect which has the legal Timing can be used in
response. By using an effect in response, it can be applied
before the first one is applied. The Chain follows the
following procedure:
1) When an effect is used, a Chain occurs.
Note: the attacker can choose first, if they want to use an
effect. In following Chains the players alternate to choose
whose effect to use first.
2) During the Chain, a player decides whether they want
to respond with another effect or not.
When both players decide to respond at the same time, the
player who did NOT use the immediately preceding effect
has priority to use the next effect.
3) Repeat Chain Step #2 above until both players declare
that no further effects will be used, then proceed to
“Resolution of a Chain”.
*Even if an effect of only one card is used, it is still referred
to as a Chain.

RESOLUTION OF A CHAIN
During the Resolution of the Chain, the effects are applied
in reverse order of when they were used. In other words,
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the effects are applied from the last effect used to the first
effect used. Once a Technique’s effect is applied, move the
used Technique to that player’s Chi area.
When the effect is applied, if any of “requirement”, “target”
or “effect” is not legal, those cards fail to be resolved and
their effects are not applied. All the Techniques that failed its
resolution are also moved to that player’s Chi area. The costs
that were paid for those failed Techniques are not returned.
*If a Warrior uses a Technique and is designated as the user,
and that Warrior is removed from play before the effect of
the Technique is resolved, that Technique fails to be resolved
and it is moved to that player’s Chi area. Any effect that
was used once but was not applied is considered to have
been used. The costs that were paid for those failed effects
are not returned.
Chains can be generated as many times as desired in
one turn.

5. SUPPLEMENTAL RULES
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Supplemental

Rules

MAIN SPECIAL ABILITIES OF WARRIORS
Fierce X
[Valid] When this Warrior’s Team wins a Victory or an
Outstanding Victory, discard X number of cards from the top
of your opponent’s Planet.
Plunder
[Attacker | Valid] When this Warrior’s Team wins a Victory
or an Outstanding Victory, you may move 1 Dragon Ball coin
from a Warrior your opponent controls to this Warrior.
Super Heal
[Valid] When this Warrior is healed, place 1 Growth coin
(+1/+1) on this Warrior.
Toughness
[Valid] When this Warrior receives 2 or more Damage,
reduce the Damage by 1.
Evolution X: A
[Strategy | Attacker | Valid] - > If your turn Marker is X or
greater and you have an “A” Warrior card (a Warrior card
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which has a name of A) in your hand, you can switch this
Warrior with that Warrior card from your hand.
*A player can apply this Evolution to a Warrior that is
deployed or put into play in the same turn.
*The new Warrior that is put into play in this way takes over
all the DB coins of the original Warrior.
However, status, all the other effects and coins are not taken
over to the new Warrior.
*A player can perform this Evolution only once per turn.
*Putting a Warrior in this way is not considered as
“Deployment of a Warrior”.

SPECIAL CHARACTERISTICS OF WARRIORS
Name: A
Warriors with this description are also treated as Warriors
with a name of “A” in the game. Therefore, if a player
already controls a Warrior with a name of “A”, that player
cannot deploy or put into play a Warrior with the same name.

TIME LIMIT OF EVENTS
Time Limit X
When this card is deployed, place X number of Time Limit
coins on it.
At the beginning of your Mission Phase, remove 1 of the Time
Limit coin of this. If you cannot, move this card to your Chi area.
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SPECIAL DESCRIPTIONS IN THE EFFECT TEXT
Adventure
Reveal the top card of that player’s Planet and refer to the
Turn cost of that revealed card. Then, that revealed card is
moved back to the top that player’s Planet.
”Human”+”Male”
“Human” + “Male” indicates Warriors which have “Human”
and “Male” as their Characteristics. The same goes for any
other characteristics.
Heal
An effect to return Warriors from injured status to normal
status.
Growth coin
A Warrior that has this coin gets +1/+1.
Flavor text and Reminder text
Some cards may contain texts that describe special abilities
as reminder texts. These reminder texts are indicated by
italicized text in parentheses. Also, some cards may contain
texts that describe the scenes or the characters on those
cards. These flavor texts are indicated by italicized text and
do not affect game play.

TERMINOLOGY OF THE GAME
”Put into play” and “Deployment”
Putting a Warrior into play includes both putting a Warrior
into play by regular deployment and by card effect.
However, deployment doesn’t include putting a Warrior into
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”Owner” and “Controller”
The “owner” is the player who has the card in their Deck
at the beginning of the game. The cards in the player’s
Deployment area or Battle area are considered to be the
cards they “control” and that player has the right to manage
these cards. The owner’s cards are usually played on their
Game Mat. However, some cards may be moved to the
opponent’s Game Mat during the game due to an effect.
When this happens, the cards are considered to be the cards
they “control” during the game. All cards that are moved
to Chi area, Discard area, or returned to a player’s hand are
always moved, discarded, or returned to the owner’s Chi
area, Discard area, or hand, respectively. The original owner
of the cards cannot be changed.
”Opposing Warrior”
When a player’s Warrior has “opposing Warrior” description,
that “opposing Warrior” has to be battling against that
player’s Warrior which has this description. Likewise, when a
player’s Technique has “opposing Warrior” description, that
“opposing Warrior” has to be battling against that player’s
Warrior which is the user of that Technique.
”Opposed”
When a card says “opposed” that means a Warrior or Team
is battling against another Warrior or Team.
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OTHER RULES
Card Effects
If card texts contradict the basic rules in this rule book, card
texts always have the precedence. Also, unless the card
specifies so, no player can break the basic rules in this rule
book during the game.
Teams with 4 or more Warriors
If a player’s Team ends up with 4 or more Warriors due to
an effect, no action needs to be taken until the Organization
Phase of that player’s turn. At that point, the Team must be
dissolved and a new Team with 3 or less Warriors must be
organized.
Warriors with the same name in a player’s Deployment
area or Battle area
When a player would have a Warrior come into play (via
a card effect) with the same as the Warrior they already
control, instead, that new Warrior is moved to its owner’s
Chi area.

CREDIT

play by card effect. Also, when you put a Warrior into play by
card effect, that player does not have to pay either the Turn
cost or Chi cost of that card.

[Graphic Design] Cloud 88 Design
[Original Game Design ] 2D6G
[Game Development ] Chris Wong, Erick Reyes,
James Takenaka, Brian Toomay, Tylar Allinder,
Anh Duc Do, David Vu, and Chris Starr
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